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HARRY A. DEBUTTS, President

Southern Railway did not join with other Southeastern railroads in applying
to the Interstate Commerce Commission on February 1 for an over-all 15 per cent
freight rate increase because it is "convinced that large rate increases reduce
our income by driving business away from us and, therefore, we do not want to
raise our rates if we can possibly avoid doing so," President Harry A. DeButts
said recently.
"We feel so strongly about this," he declared, "that we now find ourselves
in the lonesome position of being one of the few railroads in the country not a
party to the larger freight rate increase applications.
"At the present time it is our belief that we should not make a decision
until we can see the effect of the pending 7 per cent emergency application, know
the cost of current wage cases, and the direction other expenses take.
"It's unfortunately true that the rate of return on investment in the rail
road industry, including the Southern Railway, is dangerously low, and it is
imperative that it be improved. Speaking for the Southern, however, we feel that
a large rate increase at this time is not the answer to the problem. It drives
business to our competitors who skim off the cream of the traffic, thus shrinking
our average revenue per ton. We firmly believe that increasing volume of traffic
is essential to increasing net income. We are trying to do this on the Southern
not only by keeping costs and rates down, but also by establishing competitive
rates where necesary."

•••
Under the tracks of American railroads are more than a billion cross ties
— enough to encircle the earth with a "boardwalk" fifty feet wide.

*

• •

The railroads of the United States in 1956 performed the equivalent of mov
ing one ton of freight 3,887 miles (approximate distance between Washington, D. G.,
and London, England) for every man, woman and child in the nation. This compares
with 3,796 ton-miles per capita in 1955 and 3,408 ton-miles per capita in 1954.

•••
What the truckers are really doing may be revealed if Congress approves a
census request in President Eisenhower's budget. The President asked for
$322,000 to start a Bureau of Census survey of trucking. The survey would attempt
to throw some light on the situation Fortune magazine recently described (see
article beginning on page 4) as "one of the ironies of government regulations that
the Interstate Commerce Commission ... has been unable to get elementary statis
tics about the trucking industry as a whole, to say nothing of relevant information
about its efficiency."
The Bureau of Census would begin the investigation next year. The 18-month
project would cost a total of $1.2 million, but would for the first time bring
truckers' performance into the open.

•••
Railway taxes in 1956 amounted to approximately $1,130,000,000, or an average
of $3,100,000 a day. This was an increase of 4.6 per cent over 1955.
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The miniature covers—one from each
of the ten years in which TIES has been
published—appear on the cover this
month to mark the tenth anniversary of
TIES.
A picture of the world's first 1500-hp
diesel-electric road freight locomotive
appeared on the cover of the first issue
of TIES in March, 1947. From there on
the parade of cover pictures skips a year
and a month each time—April, 1948,
May, 1949, and so on through Decem
ber, 1956.
The 120 issues of TIES to date have
recorded an eventful ten years of growth
and progress in which the men and
women of Southern Railway have had a
full share.
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TIES is the "voice"of the Southern Railway System, strength
ening the ties of understanding and cooperation between its
employees, management, owners and customers, by provid
ing readers with accurate and complete information regard
ing the Southern's activities, achievements and aspirations.

on any other commodity or service—upwards of $75
billion a year when private autos and all that is needed
to run them are counted in.
The most important part of the nation's commercial
and industrial transportation outlay is the $27 billion
or so that U.S. business spends to transport inter-city
freight by rail, truck, oil pipelines, internal waterways,
and airways.

of superior efficiency in rendering a very special serv
ice. Although capital investment in oil pipelines is
high—$70,000 per employee, against $25,000 per em
ployee in the railroad industry—it is this capital invest
ment that has enabled pipelines to transport oil much
more efficiently, and hence more cheaply, than other
overland carriers; and, appropriately, they have made
a lot of money doing so.

It is fair to say that the U.S. intercity freight-tras
portation system is the world's most efficient chiefly
because it is the only large system that is entirely
owned and operated by private interests trying to
make a profit out of it.

For the internal waterways the increased share of
the total freight business is not so easy to justify.
Internal-waterway carriers fall under two distinct
headings; those on the Great Lakes, whose produc
tivity is colossal, and those on rivers and canals, whose
productivity is conjectural. The Great Lakes carriers
are largely contract and captive, devoted to carrying
bulk ore, coal, limestone, and grain, and since 1929
they have shown very little increase in ton-mile
volume and an actual decrease in their share of the
national ton-mile volume. Their revenues, on which
they earn handsome profits, average only 0.2 cents
a ton-mile, against 1.4 cents for the railroads and
6.5 cents for trucks. However, they perform no load
ing or unloading.
The river and canal carriers, by contrast, have
increased their ton-miles twelve times since 1929—
from 9 billion to 108 billion—and their share of total
intercity ton-miles from 2 per cent to 8 per cent.
But these carriers, more than any of the others, owe
their very existence to the fact that their rights-of-way
have been and still are heavily subsidized by the
federal government.
The construction and maintenance of river and
canal channels is the job of the Army Engineers, who
for more than a century have been dredging and keep
ing waterways open in the name of national defense
and flood control. And the selection of channels to
be dredged and improved provides Congress with its
No. 1 opportunity for pork-barreling, which has re
sulted in outlays by the federal government alone,
since World War II, of perhaps $2 billion for water
way improvement and maintenance. State and local
governments have also shelled out untold millions on
waterways.
Only a few years ago many students of transporta
tion believed that barge-line efficiency, measured by
total costs including capital and maintenance costs
assumed by the government, was below land-transport
efficiency. Ever since World War II, however, river
and canal carriers, and particularly those on the Mis
sissippi River system, have been booming. Adequately
financed and aggressively managed, they have im
proved their efficiency with larger barges and more
powerful towboats, and they have increased their tonmiles by 300 per cent since 1946, and by more than
100 per cent since 1950. The question has arisen, as
a matter of fact, whether river and canal carriers are
not handling enough traffic efficiently enough to bear
the cost of the government's outlays on waterway
improvements, and the Hoover Commission has al
ready proposed user charges based on maintenance
and operating costs.
The trouble is that nobody knows how efficient the
barge industry really is, and the operators themselves

But it is also fair to say that the U.S. freight-trans
portation system today is much less efficient than it
could be.

The Great U.S.
Freight Cartel
by Gilbert Burck
Sometime this winter Congress will probably con
sider a bill embodying the main points of the 1955
Cabinet Committee report on transportation, which
proposed to recognize the merits of competition in
the movement of freight, and so proposed for the first
time in the nation's history to loosen and not to tighten
the dead hand of government regulation.
Hardly any economic legislation, over the long run,
could be more important.
Under federal regulation, U.S. freight transportation
has become what heavily regulated industries tend to
become, a kind of state-run cartel.
The familiar European cartel was an association of
companies that controlled production and prices in
order to prevent the "abuses" and "excesses" of com
petition; and the big objection to cartels, of course,
was that they always tended to and often did restrain
production, productivity, and progress. The Ameri
can economy is based on the belief that any such
restraint is bad, and the American people have written
that belief into the law of the land.
Yet the fact is that government regulation has not
only caused inefficient carriers to be subsidized and
promoted at the expense of efficient carriers, it has
given nonregulated carriers unfair advantage over
regulated carriers, and so has encouraged the main
tenance of a larger transportation plant than the nation
needs. It has intensified the natural inertia of the
rule-bound railroads.
Above all, it has kept them from competing for
traffic that they could haul profitably and economic
ally, and so has forced them to maintain higher rates
than they would otherwise have maintained.
Government regulation, in brief, has compelled the
nation to pay more for freight transportation than it
should.
And Americans spend more on transportation than

This is so because the system is regulated by a
government whose freight-transportation policies, em
bodied in the much-patched Interstate Commerce Act,
are a hodgepodge of obsolete and often contradictory
ideas. And the administrator of the act, the venerable
Interstate Commerce Commission, has found itself
unable to exploit or even define adequately the role
of competition in transportation. Thus it has failed
to make transportation productivity a prime or even
major goal of regulation.
Unnatural Allocation
In a reasonably free economy, shaped significantly
by market forces, one would expect the share of the
total intercity freight dollar enjoyed by any carrier
to reflect that carrier's productivity. The carrier with
the highest output per dollar of cost should produce
ton-miles the most cheaply; and unless its competitors
offer special services that it does not offer (as air
freight does), it should get the business. This natural
allocation of traffic, however, has not been the rule in
the U.S.
During the past quarter-century total intercity tonmiles (tons hauled times miles covered), including
those produced by nonregulated trucks and waterway
operators, have just about kept pace with physical
production—despite the frequent assumption that in
dustrial decentralization results in proportionately
less transportation. Even as the physical volume of
U.S. production has a little more than doubled since
1929, intercity ton-miles have risen from about 630
billion to about 1,340 billion in 1956. Their dollar
volume, FORTUNE estimates, has risen nearly five
times—from roughly $5.6 billion to roughly $27 bil
lion—while gross national product increased about
four times. All four of the important carriers of U.S.
intercity freight—oil pipelines, waterways, truckers,
and railroads—have shared this huge increase in
freight volume, but they do not share the traffic
today as they shared it before 1929. Let us see how
the increase in their volume corresponds to their
productivity.
The ton-mile volume of the oil pipelines has risen
more than four times since 1929—from 54 billion to
225 billion—and their share of total intercity ton-miles
has accordingly about doubled, rising from 8 per
cent to 17 per cent. This gain is mainly the result
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are laying low and offering as little information as
possible.
Only about 10 per cent of river and canal traffic is
under ICC regulation; exempt is traffic hauled by
private carriers and by bulk carriers handling no more
than three commodities. And the law accords regu
lated waterway carriers special consideration. Sec
tion 305 (c) of the Interstate Commerce Act provides
that the ICC, in approving water carriers' rates, can
disregard the effect of these rates on rail competition;
on the other hand, the ICC has not let railroads make
rates that would drive the waterway carriers out of
business.
By their own admission, many waterway operators
find themselves in a contradictory if profitable posi
tion. They argue that they offer "inherently cheaper
transportation" and should be allowed to price their
product below their competitors', but they also argue
that they cannot price their product "competitively"
if they are charged their share of government-financed
overhead.
The Great Freight Paradox

The economic contradictions of U.S. freight trans
portation show up no more strikingly than in the
relative performance of trucks and railroads, which
together roll up slightly more than two-thirds of all
intercity ton-miles. Ton-miles produced by intercity
truckers have increased no less than 1,100 per cent
since 1929, from about 19 billion to roughly 240 bil
lion in 1956, or from 3 to 18 per cent of total ton-miles.
How much the truckers' dollar volume has increased
is impossible to estimate with any precision. For
only about a third of all intercity truck ton-miles are
produced by ICC-regulated trucks. The rest are rolled
up by "private" vehicles (those owned and operated
by companies for their own use) and by carriers
exempt from ICC regulation. None of these report
their revenues or costs to the ICC. Assuming that the
ton-mile costs and imputed revenues of the "private"
and exempt carriers are roughly equal to those of
ICC-regulated trucks, dollar volume of intercity
truckers has risen from an estimated $375 million in
1929 to an estimated $16 billion in 1956, or from 7
per cent to 59 per cent of total intercity freight dollar
volume.
Ton-miles produced by railroads, by contrast, have
actually declined from 72 per cent to 49 per cent of
the total.
In absolute terms, they have risen 45 per cent—
from 450 billion ton-miles in 1929 to 655 billion in
1956. And railroad dollar volume has less than
doubled, rising from $4.9 billion to an estimated $9
billion.
Consequently the railroads' share of estimated total
dollar volume has declined from 87 per cent to 34
per cent.
For an additional 200 billion railroad ton-miles, in
other words, the nation paid an additional $4 billion.
But for an additional 200 billion truck ton-miles,
the nation probably paid more than $15 billion.
So today the railroads are producing more than two
and a half times as many ton-miles as the truckers,

GROWTH AND COMPOSITION OF INTERCITY FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION
but are getting about $7 billion less for doing so.
Plainly enough, railroads are producing ton-miles
more cheaply than the trucks. But plainly, too, they
have been unable to get the business to which lower
costs alone would seem to entitle them. Before trying
to unlock this paradox, let us look more closely at the
productivity of trucks and railroads.
The Unknown Truckers

It is one of the ironies of government regulation
that the ICC, which has the final responsibility for
interstate freight rates, has been unable to get ele
mentary statistics about the trucking industry as a
whole, to say nothing of relevant information about
its efficiency.
Because Congress has so far refused to appropriate
money for a transportation census, the ICC doesn't
even know how many of the ten million trucks on the
road are in interstate commerce. It guesses they num
ber about 750,000, but the ICC does not get very
close even to these 750,000. Directly regulated by
it are only 18,000 carriers operating the 300,000 trucks
that account for about a third of all inter-city highway
ton-miles. What they haul the ICC knows not, even
though it has been trying to find out for years. Many
are small operators that do not themselves compile
the information the ICC asks them for.
The big truckers, however, do report enough data
to the ICC to justify reasonable inferences about truck
efficiency on the basis of annual revenue ton-miles
(ton-miles of revenue freight) per employee. Some
truck companies whose runs are long, notably Pacific
Intermountain Express, operating between Chicago
and the West Coast, roll up as many as 270,000 reve
nue ton-miles a year per employee. Other truckers,
even big ones, are lucky to achieve 100,000. All told,
the average efficiency of trucks in interstate commerce
may be estimated at about 160,000 revenue ton-miles
per employee per year; and the efficiency of private
and exempt trucking is probably lower.
Railroads, by contrast, average 765,000 revenue tonmiles annually per freight employee (based on ICC
cost allocation). As in the trucking industry, however,
output varies greatly among the carriers. Some rail
roads turn in fewer than 300,000 annual revenue tonmiles per employee, while output of some coal-carry
ing roads is more than one million annual revenue tonmiles per employee. But on the average, railroad pro
ductivity, expressed in terms of ton-miles per em
ployee, is about five times that of truck productivity.
Everybody's Trucking

Then how have intercity truckers increased their
share of the traffic so handsomely, while railroads
have lost so much of theirs? Trucks, of course, are
more efficient than railroads on short hauls and for
many less-than-carload hauls, and they can undercut
railroad rates and still make money on such hauls.
Furthermore, part of the intercity truck volume—no
body knows how much—consists of goods carried to
and from business establishments without rail service.
What is more important, a truck ton-mile is often
different from a railroad ton-mile. There is growing

The Changing

1929: 630 BILLION TON-MILES

Transportation Market
The past quarter-century has brought enor
mous changes in the shares of intercity
freight handled by the various carriers, and
on the whole the changes have made for j
more expensive transportation.
Biggest
change: the railroads' share of total intercity j
ton-miles has dropped from 72 per cent to
49 per cent, and the rail share of total esti
mated intercity freight dollar volume has
dropped from 87 per cent to 34 per cent.
Meantime, the intercity truckers' share of
ton-miles has risen from 3 to 18 per cent, j
and their share of estimated intercity freight
revenues (including the dollar volume of nonregulated trucks as estimated by FORTUNE)
has risen from 7 per cent to an amazing 59
per cent. Traffic on rivers and canals has
increased from 2 to 8 per cent of total tonmiles, and the river and canal carriers' esti
mated share of total revenues has risen from
1 to 2.5 per cent. Oil pipelines have increased
their share of total ton-miles from 8 to 17
per cent.

BILLION TON-MILES

IN TON-MILES

• RAILROADS
RIVERS AND CANALS
• GREAT LAKES

AIRWAYS
TRUCKS

demand for the kind of transportation supplied by
trucks, even though it may be less efficient and more
expensive on a ton-mile basis. For the American eco
nomy is steadily becoming more and more a fastturnover economy. As industry becomes at once more
diversified and dispersed, traffic tends to move in
smaller shipments over shorter distances, and the kind
of speed and convenience supplied by trucks becomes
worth extra money. That is one reason many compa
nies find it advantageous to operate their own intercity
trucks. Producers and distributors, for example, do
not have to call on someone else to move their goods,
and can fit their transport schedules to production
schedules;
Yet the differences between truck and railroad tonmiles probably do not begin to account for the fact
that trucks have increased their share of intercity
traffic from 3 to 18 per cent while the railroads' share
dropped from 72 to 49 per cent. The railroads have
clearly lost a great deal of business to trucks, even as
they have lost some to internal waterways, because
their prices are too high. And why, if their costs are
so low, have their prices been so high?
That Old Rate Structure

The reason is the railroad- rate structure, which was
built up over the years not on a cost-of-service but on
a value-of-service basis. Right from the start, railroads
tried to create all the business they could, and they
naturally adopted a policy of charging what the
traffic would bear. A difference of 2 or 3 cents a tonmile in the r.ate on dresses, for example, made prac
tically no difference in the retail price of a single dress
hauled 500 miles. But a difference of 2 mills a tonmile in the price charged for hauling coal meant $1 on
each ton of coal hauled 500 miles. So, "to encourage
the free movement of all commodities," railroads set
high ton-mile rates on high-priced products like food,
apparel, tobacco, and spirits, and low rates on heavy

bulk commodities like coal, ore, sand, gravel, and
cement (on all of which, however, they usually made
money).
When new competition came along, this monopolis
tic rate structure was easy game for it. The railroads
had priced far above cost precisely the things the new
competitors could haul most conveniently. What is
more, the railroads' new competitors, and particularly
the truckers, although they described themselves as
common carriers, were at best quasi common carriers.
A freight common carrier, ideally, offers to take any
thing the other carriers take, and shares alike in the
high and low-profit business. The new so-called com
mon carriers, because they took only the business they
wanted or were equipped to handle, competed selec
tively. They rolled off with the high-profit traffic.
An ordinary business, finding itself in such a situa
tion, would revise its prices to reflect costs more
accurately. Why didn't the railroads revise their rates?
For one thing, they were too set in their ways and too
accustomed to getting along on momentum to take up
the cudgels. They even missed the chance to get into
trucking themselves back in the days before it was
regulated. And later on, instead of pitching their case
on superior efficiency, railroads tried to persuade the
competition to play the game like gentlemen.
For another thing, there was the railroad rate struc
ture itself. It governs the location and very life of
many industries, and it cannot be altered drastically
and summarily without harming a great many people.
And finally there was the venerable, painstaking, hard
working, honorable, put unimaginative and economicaly diffident Interstate Commerce Commission.
Interpreting its congressional mandate (as well as
many court decisions on rates) as a charge to preserve
the existing proportions of the railroad rate structure,
indeed, regarding almost any change as drastic and
summary, the ICC tended to allow all carriers, no

matter what their productivity, a "fair share" of the
available traffic.
Efficient transportation is also handicapped by the
way the law compels the ICC to operate. The ICC
follows the procedure of a common-law court, and
combines the functions of an administrative body and
an expert tribunal. In the days when railroads had a
monopoly of transportation, this combination worked
all right, but even ICC commissioners began to argue
that the common-law-court system ought to be modi
fied.
Modified significantly it has not been. A proposed
rate change, for example, must be filed thirty days
before it goes into effect, so that interested parties
may have a chance to consider it. The ICC may sus
pend the rate on its own authority or, if somebody files
a protest, send the proposed rate to its suspension
board. If the rate is suspended, the case is assigned
to an ICC examiner, who may hold hearings. The
examiner at length files his report and an order is
issued disposing of the case, but if anybody complains,
the case can be appealed to the commission and later
to the courts. Since arguments must be scheduled
forty-five days ahead of time, a case can drag on for
more than a year. In 1946, for example, it took nearly
a whole year to grant the railroads a general rate in
crease, and in 1947 it took eleven months to dispose of
a rate case. The ICC was recently reorganized, it is
true, and it has sped up many of its processes. But the
mandate and the basic processes remain.
That, incidentally, is one of the reasons railroad
consolidation has languished. Although the urge to
merge has not been a distinguishing characteristic of
railroad managers, some owners and managers today
would like to consolidate. But they feel that any
effective plan is almost automatically doomed because
the ICC must give attentive ear to all the special
interests that might be hurt or inconvenienced.
The Unsupervised

The ICC is also handicapped by the fact that it
hasn't a sufficiently broad jurisdiction to do a thorough
job of regulation. Probably an even smaller minority
of water carriers than truck carriers, for example,
reports to the ICC. And it never has been able to get
a useful volume of figures from them, to say nothing
of regulating them effectively. Contract truck carriers,
which as their name implies, undertake to haul only
freight contracted for, are under little supervision even
in interstate commerce. They are everywhere under
mining both motor and rail common carriers by mak

ing ad hoc rates the way railroads did in the days
before 1887.
A large proportion of so-called private truck car
riers, too, are actually engaging in for-hire carriage by
various dodges, such as temporarily transferring own
ership of a cargo to the operator, or by surreptitiously
loading up with other than the owner's freight on
return trips. And there are the carriers of farm prod
ucts, which are legislatively exempt from ICC regula
tion. Owing to liberal court interpretations of what
constitutes farm produce, these carriers are hauling
such things as commercially frozen and processed
foods free of regulation.
But what is much more important than the defects
in regulatory machinery is the fact that the ICC feels
compelled to stick to the principle that competing
carriers should be assured "participation in the traf
fic," and that rates need not be based primarily on
costs because they should not be lower than "com
petitively necessary." Examples of how the ICC
applies this principle:
In 1954 the ICC denied a profitable rail rate on
molasses not only because it was "lower than neces
sary" to meet competition, but because the reduction
gave cheaper rates to certain shippers and manufac
turers than to others. As ICC Chairman Anthony
Arpaia explained to a congressional subcommittee,
the proposed rates would "disturb existing manufac
turing and shipping relationships."
But all price cutters, from Henry Ford to the dis
count houses, have disturbed existing commercial re
lationships. The history of industrial progress, indeed,
is the history of disturbed commercial relationships.
If the development of the U.S. had been guided by the
ICC's kind of thinking, the American standard of
living would now be back where it was fifty years ago.
In 1954, in order to meet truck and barge competi
tion, railroads proposed to reduce the rate on tin plate
moving from Fairfield, Alabama, to New Orleans.
Although the roads showed that the proposed rate of
36 cents a hundredweight would bring them revenue

The Great Paradox
Railroads and trucks are the chief competitors for intercity freight
business, and together they handle a little more than two-thirds of it.
Except during the war years, trucks have been accounting for a swiftly
growing share of the estimated combined truck-rail ton-mile volume,
and a much more swiftly growing share of the combined dollar volume.
So trucks now account for 27 per cent of the combined truck-rail tonmiles, but for 64 per cent of the combined dollar volume.

TON-MILES AND REVENUES: RAILROADS VERSUS TRUCKS

per car-mile that was four or five times as much as
the cost of hauling the tin plate, the ICC held that
the 36-cent rate was "lower than necessary to afford
the carriers a fair opportunity to compete for this
traffic," and set the rate at the "competitively fair"
figure of 40 cents. The railroads promptly lost the
business.
The "competitively fair" concept is of course both
unfair and uneconomic.
Pipelines have put railroads out of the petroleumhauling business because they do the job more effi
ciently and cheaply.
It would be absurd to argue that pipeline rates
should be raised so that railroads could share the
business; yet railroads are forced to set the rates on
the principle that traffic must be shared with other
carriers.
Toward A New Policy

All this may be changing. Responsible opinion,
since World War II, has been gathering behind the
proposition that U. S. transportation policies badly
need revising.
In July, 1954, President Eisenhower appointed a
"Cabinet" Committee—so-called because it included
several Cabinet members—to examine U. S. transpor
tation policy. The committee's report, unanimously
adopted and published in April, 1955, was a drastic
but on the whole a fair document. It sketched in the
background quickly — competition in transportation
was now pervasive, it said, but competitive forces
were tightly reined, and government regulation pre
vented the most economical use of transportation
plant.
The report argued that more reliance should be put
on competitive forces, that the prime criterion of a
rate should be the cost of providing the service and
not the rate's effect on other carriers and finally, that
minimum rates should be fixed by the ICC only when
proposed rates were clearly non-compensatory in
terms "of the direct ascertainable cost of providing
the service." So long as one carrier could show that it
would make something on a proposed rate (and so
long as the proposed rate was not unjust or discrim
inatory), that rate should stand.
The committee's recommendations, with certain
changes and exceptions, were embodied in a bill sub
mitted to Congress in May, 1955. Reactions to the bill,
as to the Cabinet report, were naturally vehement.
Although some large shipping and traffic organizations,
such as the National Industrial Traffic League, sup
ported the bill's basic aims, the truckers simply de
nounced the report and the bill as railroad-inspired.
They argued in the main that the old law was fine,
and that the new one would return the nation to the
dreadful days of cutthroat competition.
The Interstate Commerce Commission, not at all
elated at the prospect of being shorn of some of its
powers, took much the same line. Although its official
statement agreed with some of the bill's provisions,
the statement also implied that if railroads were al
lowed to compete as the bill proposed, they would pick
up right where they left off in 1887 and use their su

perior financial power to ruin their weaker competi
tors, including other railroads, and then turn around
and set rates as they pleased.
Actually, the bill recognizes the possibility of
destructive competition and leaves the ICC with
power to prohibit rates that are non-compensatory as
well as unjust and discriminatory, and so to prevent
competitive abuses of the kind the ICC and the truck
ing industry seem to fear.
Another favorite argument against the bill is that
railroads would have to raise their rates on non-com
petitive, low-value traffic if they lowered them on
competitive, high-value traffic. But this argument
ignores the very nature of rail transportation.
As economists have pointed out again and again,
railroads can handle additional traffic without a pro
portionate increase in costs, and lower unit costs should
result in lower rates on competitive, high-value traffic
without necessarily requiring higher rates on non
competitive, low-value traffic.
The bill, if enacted, would undeniably be hard on
some for-hire truckers. It has been a policy of many
of these truckers to meet railroad rates and depend on
convenience and service to get the business. If rail
roads were to cut their rates to reflect their lower
costs, these truckers might no longer get the business.
And the proposed law, by strengthening the common
carriers, would probably reduce considerably the
volume of "private" trucking.
Back to Competition

The likelihood that Congress will take a wholly
new approach to transportation and pass the Adminis
tration bill as proposed is probably remote. The heart
of the bill is a change in rate making that would require
the ICC to pay no attention to the effect of a proposed
rate on other forms of transportation. Any bill propos
ing such a change in the Interstate Commerce Act is
sure to be opposed in force by all kinds of special
interests.
There is some evidence, however, that the ICC it
self, or at least some of the commissioners, are begin
ning to take a more economic approach to transporta
tion problems. Last November, Commissioner Howard
Freas, in a speech in Chicago, proposed that an inde
pendent foundation be set up to make a study of
transportation efficiency. "Much of our traffic," he
said, "does not find its way into the most economical
transportation channels."
Meantime, the Interstate Commerce Act is not only
driving traffic into uneconomic channels, it is depriv
ing management of its prerogatives, and the nation
of lower freight costs.
It is forcing the ICC to become an excellent example
of how a government agency set up to protect the
people can do the people harm.
What the act needs is the kind of amendment pro
posed in the bill based on the Cabinet report.
The only way to put freight transportation on an
economic basis is to let productivity, manifesting itself
through more freedom in rate making, play a larger
role in allocating the transportation resources of the
nation.

THE SAGA OF

How does it feel to become a legend in your own
lifetime? One man who knows is Jesse James
Bailey, Southern's division special agent at Asheville, N. C. As sheriff of two North Carolina
counties during the 1920's he earned an almost
legendary reputation for courage and ability in
enforcing the law.

(Above) As division special agent he's head of special
service on the Asheville division. Here, he has an
afternoon meeting with his men.
(At right) The sheriff at the wheel of his station wagon.

(At right) The sheriff glances at his scrapbook, which unfor
tunately contains no place for three of his most cherished
souvenirs—the gold badges that he wore as sheriff of Madison
and Buncombe counties and as a railway captain of police.

Jess Bailey's scrapbook is a massive volume. Heavy
wooden covers bound with rawhide and hinged with
wrought iron hold page after page of photographs,
letters and newspaper clippings detailing a career with
more than its share of violence.
Into the varnished cover of the book is burned his
name, the date of his birth, his flowing signature,
a youthful silhouette of the sheriff and the outline
drawing of a six-shooter. Even unopened on the desk
top the book reflects something of the pride and style
so much a part of the man who fashioned the book and
filled it to bulging.
More than his big-shouldered frame and the face
weathered by sun and wind mark the sheriff as a
mountain man. He has the independence of the moun
tain people, the self-reliance backed by the skill of
hands to do whatever comes their turn.
A railroader since he was eighteen (he's crowding
seventy), Jesse James Bailey has twice left the South
ern for two-year leaves of absence. Both times he
put on the badge, gun and responsibilities of a North
Carolina county sheriff. Both times he wore them with
style.
In 1920, at the age of 32, he received a mandate
from the voters to clean up Madison County. "Bloody
Madison" they called it then. In some parts of the
county, a still lurked in every backwoods hollow; in
others the prohibition sentiment was running strong.
Though the aspiring sheriff didn't intend to make that
the burning issue in his campaign, his personal repu
tation as a teetotaler and his chief opponent's alliance
with the "wet" faction conspired to put him in the
prohibition camp.

Young Jess swamped his three opponents in the
election, went on to make life miserable for an assort
ment of lawbreakers in the county. The next two years
contained nothing but dark days for "moonshiners" in
Madison.
Born near Bailey's Bend on the French Broad River,
Jess himself was a Madison County boy who grew up
on a back country farm until he came to take a teleg
rapher's job at Bailey, a station on the Knoxville
division named after his family.
The station was not much more than a windowed
shed with a chimney, located where the tracks curved
around a bend in the French Broad.
"I usually worked nights," the sheriff remembers,
"then hung around the office most of the day just to
see what was going on and to learn the business." A
photograph taken on such a day pictures him as a tall,
rangy young man soberly dressed in a black suit set
off by a striped tie and a bowler hat.
"In those days a 600 class was a heavy freight en
gine. Why it could move as many as 20 cars. The 900
class were passenger engines and handled eight cars—
every one so full that standing room was at a premium.
Schedules were slow and delays were commonplace
but there were so many passengers that everybody
seemed to enjoy the crowd and there were few
complaints.
"There was something about being a railroad man in
those days," the sheriff muses, "especially an agent
or an operator where you sold tickets and met the
public.
"Everybody, almost, had some business with the
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railroad agent. He was usually the mayor, postmaster,
deacon of the church and master of the lodge in any
town where he had stayed as long as two years.
"If he was single he could have his pick of any
gal in town. The women sure would go for a railroad
man. My biggest trouble for my first six years in
service (until I married) was keeping those gals and
my job separated."
Product of a lonely mountain land that made every
man his own minstrel, Jess Bailey loves people and
he loves to talk. A yarn-spinner with few equals,
he acknowledges quite cheerfully that he never was
one to let the truth get in the way of a good story.
When Jess carefully smooths a fingernail end with
the blade of his penknife and says, "Now, I tell a
story about . . ." it is high time for the listener to
hang onto his hat.
One story he tells with relish concerns how he hap
pened to be named Jesse James Bailey. It seems a
traveling preacher selling Bibles called at their back
woods farm about a week after Jess was born. He
rode up to where Jess' father was working in the field
and after a bit of talk asked if he'd like to have a
new Bible.
"What's that?" the elder Bailey teased.
"Friend, you don't mean to say you've never heard
of the Bible?"
Bailey senior allowed that he did have one book
but that wasn't it.
"Well, what book is it you have if it's not the
Bible?"
"It's a life of the James boys."

Jess and Mrs. Bailey look over some of the stacks of
pictures recording the sheriff's long-ago raids. Another
souvenir (not shown) is a lamp made from the copper
coils of a still that was wrecked in one raid.

Somewhat shaken, the preacher made him a propo
sition : read his sample Bible for a spelland if he didn't
like it better than the James boys, back it came.
If he did like it he could buy it. That sounded fair
enough, so Erasmus Bailey took him up on it. A
month later the preacher rode by again.
"Well, how'd you like the Bible, Mr. Bailey? Get
a chance to read any?"
"Yes. Yes, I read a good bit."
"Like it .as well as your James boys?"
'Well, I'll tell you. I used to think the James boys
were some fighters, about the best anywhere. But
after reading that Bible I seen they couldn t hold a
candle to Samson and those Phillips boys!"
"So I reckon if I had been born the week after, in
stead of the week before that preacher came," says
the sheriff, "I'd-a-been called Samson Phillips Bailey."
(Sheriff Bailey's eyes brighten. His cheeks wrinkle
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with laughter and his chuckle is pure mischief. "I
mostly made that up. You know how I happened to be
named Jesse James? Had one grandfather named Jesse
and another named James. But that's no story.')
The story of Samson and the Phillips boys and doz
ens of reminiscences of the sheriff's years on the trail
of elusive moonshiners in Madison and Buncombe
counties are delightfully told by North Carolina
author Wilma Dykeman in her book, The French
Broad. One entire chapter, entitled "The High Sheriff,"
recounts the exploits of the only man ever to be elected
sheriff of two different North Carolina counties.
"He pushes the big-brimmed hat on the back of his
head," says this perceptive author in describing the
sheriff, "and it gives him a jaunty, careless look.
You know he isn't a careless man, however, or he
wouldn't be here now—he'd be dead from one of the
dozens of bullets that missed by a hairbreadth dur
ing one of those hundreds of raids on hidden dis
tilleries.
"Or from the crash of his car as it hurtled off the
road more times than once giving chase to a blockaderunner or transporting prisoners down to the North
Carolina state penitentiary at Raleigh and facing
emergencies of slipped handcuffs, mutiny and vio
lence. Or the times he confronted knives and the
quick, well-honed razors.
'It took courage and caution in equal parts to be
a successful sheriff in Madison County at the begin

ning of prohibition: courage to face ambush, courage
to do the work for less pay than the moonshiners
would give you for not doing it, and caution to read
the trails with care, know your opponent's methods,
go in after him and come back alive. Dead law was
no law.
"Sheriff Bailey captured stills up and down the hills
and hollows; from Paint Rock where the French Broad
River crosses the North Carolina line into Tennessee to
Paint Fork, at the remote head of one of the tribu
taries, his men cut down barrels and furnaces, brought
in boilers and jugs as evidence of their success."
When Jess Bailey left the Madison County court
house in 1922 to go back to railroading, he didn't
return to brass pounding. Instead he entered the
Southern's special service department (then called the
police department). In two years he moved to Rich
mond as a lieutenant of police and served the railway
in the same rank at Greensboro for a year before he
came back to Asheville as a captain in 1927.
His second leave of absence from railroading came
in 1928 when he made a successful race for sheriff
of Buncombe County and moved into offices in Asheville's new skyscraper courthouse. For the next two
years lawbreakers lived as hard in Buncombe County
as they had in Madison a few years earlier.
Jess Bailey's first four weeks in office put the hand
writing on the wall in case any moonshiner cared to
read it. From December 3 to December 31, 1928,

(TIES extends its thanks to Wilma
Dykeman, author, and Rinehart & Co.,
publisher, of THE FRENCH BROAD
for their permission to use portions
of the chapter, "The High Sheriff.")

(Below) Jess Bailey (seated) as he
looked in his Southern Railway uni-
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his officers seized twelve stills and confiscated 137
gallons of whiskey and 800 gallons of beer, and cap
tured three automobiles (any car used to transport
moonshine was forfeit to the law if taken).
Lawbreakers in Buncombe County were up against
a man who had learned the ropes in the backwoods of
"Bloody Madison"—a sheriff who could outfigure just
about any ruse of concealment a clever moonshiner
could devise. "Some of them," recalls the sheriff,
"were mighty cute."
When his term ended, Sheriff Bailey hurried back
to railroading. After five more years in Asheville, he
went to Greensboro in 1935 as division special agent.
In 1940, he came back to Asheville to stay.
Life flows more quietly now for the sheriff than
it did in the days of dawn forays into the brush, but
it doesn't lack excitement. Railroading has always
been an absorbing job for him. Besides, he has to
see to the name and fame of his beloved North Caro
lina mountains.
He has never lost touch with the rocky peaks, the
cool forest shadows and the mountain streams of his
boyhood. He regards them with much the same
warmth and shares them with the same pride a man
might feel in showing a fine horse or a great hunting
dog. You won't spend many hours with Sheriff Bailey
without being spirited away in his station wagon along
some mountain road to enjoy some of the beauty
nature lavished on the Land of the Sky.
His home on the outskirts of Asheville is shaded by
a great tree that all but dwarfs the rambling frame
house. Huge millstones decorate the yard. Far back
in the corner of the several-acre lot, in a grove of tall
trees, stands a comfortable cabin of hewn beams with
a slab door and a field stone fireplace. Jess built it
himself for his mother, an independent woman who
likes "to do for herself."

Sarah Hensley Bailey, a white-haired lady in her
eighties, welcomes company and thoroughly enjoys the
conveniences her son has built into the little house
that looks from the outside as if it might have been
transplanted from the deep woods.
The family television set is installed in Mrs. Bailey's
room where Jess and his wife, Edna, visit often to
talk or watch programs with her. They share her
lively interest in folk music from the hill country and
for years the annual folk music festival at Asheville
has been an event for all three. (Mrs. Bailey's brother,
Bill Hensley, is a famous fiddler.)
In the deepest part of the mountain winter, Mrs.
Bailey returns the visits by coming to spend a few
weeks or a month with her son and daughter-in-law.
They make a warm and close-knit family of three.
(The Baileys' daughter is married and lives in another
North Carolina city.)
Lately the sheriff has been giving some thought to
retirement. "Why it isn't too far away, now," he says,
and you can see that the notion surprises him a little.
But sometimes, chatting with friends over the lunch
table, he swaps serious talk about what he will do
afterward.
With blue eyes as bright and a smile as eager as
a boy's, he sounds out the various opinions on some
post-retirement venture he has been turning over in
his mind.
Suddenly, an observer is struck by the strange feel
ing that this can't be a man in his sixties talking about
retirement. He sounds like a high school senior plan
ning what he'll do after graduation. And the distinct
impression is that Jesse James Bailey, as always, will
do just about what he sets out to do.

Stills captured in the hills and hollows of Madison County.
Sheriff Bailey and his deputies brought in many a stack like
this in the days when they were "cleaning up the county.
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suits of a raid. The bandaged hand
from a bullet wound-the only one
suffered in his entire career.
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his photograph of Mrs. Sarah Hensley Bailey and her brother
lill Hensley was taken several years ago at one of the annual
oik music festivals at Asheville.

PORTRAIT IN POWDER SMOKE
THE WAR YEARS OF THE MEMPHIS
AND CHARLESTON

Its COMNCCttONS

When shells from the Charleston water batteries
arched into Fort Sumter in the spring of 1861, the
Memphis and Charleston Railroad (now Southerns
Memphis division) had been in full operation for only
four years. Young indeed to undergo a four-year
ordeal by fire.
This story of the war years of a Southern predeces
sor line—its "portrait in powder smoke"—is possible
because Sam Tate, builder and wartime president of
the MirC, told it in his careful accounting to the stock
holders at the war's end. It was their first meeting in
five years and President Tate felt that the owners of
the property ought to know just what had happened
in the meantime.
Vital east-west artery of the Confederacy, the Mem
phis and Charleston received the personal attention of
Yank and Johnny Reb alike. "It was," Tate reported
with some bitterness, "practically the picket line of
both armies, and each seeming to vie with each other
to see which could produce the greatest amount of
destruction to your property."
Though the Memphis and Charleston began to feel
the press of war as early as 1861 and military officers
frequently took control of trains, the real ordeal of the
road began in April, 1862.
In a thrust aimed at cutting the Memphis and Char
leston near Corinth, Miss., the new Federal general,
U. S. Grant, was trapped, with most of his Army of
the Tennessee, at Pittsburg Landing, Tenn. In a twoday battle centering around Shiloh Church the Union
forces smashed their way out of the trap and drove

the Confederate troops back to entrenchments around
Corinth. Five days later a large Federal army de
scended on Huntsville, Ala., in a surprise attack.
They captured the railroad at that point, Tate re
ported, "with all its shops, rolling stock, offices, books,
materials and valuable property, including 18 loco
motives, 100 freight cars, six passenger cars, two bag
gage and a large number of road and hand cars, all
your shop tools and materials at Huntsville, and a
large amount of wood . .
Immediately the Confederate commander ordered
all available rolling stock and equipment moved west
of Corinth. With equal speed the Federal forces ma
neuvered to cut off this movement. Corinth remained
under seige for a month and a half. The road, its roll
ing stock and its men were strained to the limit.
Hourly a decisive battle was expected but none came.
Instead, on the 29th of May, came a sudden order to
evacuate Corinth and the railroad.
"The order was to remove everything by 12 o'clock
that night—that the troops would leave the entrench
ments at that hour. The large amount of property to
remove, the short time allowed for its removal, ren
dered it impossible to execute the order without great
confusion and serious loss.
"The commanding general of the Confederate forces
ordered all your rolling stock and other valuable
property to be removed from the line of your Road,
down the Mobile and Ohio and Mississippi Central
Roads. It was done in obedience to that order, the last
seven trains leaving Corinth at 4 o'clock a.m. on the
14

Road by the Federal army, from Decatur to Stevenson,
by order of General Bragg the Board again resumed its
possession, rebuilt the Road between those points, and
a portion of the shop machinery, all of which had been
destroyed or badly damaged.
"As soon as rebuilt, they operated this portion of the
Road until July 1, 1863, when they were again forced
to evacuate by order of General Bragg, taking south
what little machinery they had left.
"From this time until the close of the war, your
property, or most of it, remained in the hands of the
Federal army, being constantly raided upon by the
Confederates."
After repairing what machinery was left, the shop
at Marion, Miss., was abandoned and headquarters of
the railway moved to Demopolis, Ala. There the presi
dent, general superintendent and treasurer tried to
hold the shell of the railway together. They prepared
monthly accounts, tried to collect what was owed the
railway and invest the funds as best they could.
As the conflict wore on into 1864 and 1865, collec
tions became difficult, then impossible. The hardpressed Confederate government could not pay the
other roads promptly for transportation service. They,
in turn, could not pay the M&C any equipment rentals.
In the final collapse of the Confederacy, the de
moralized condition of the country and the numerous
Federal raids made life and the safety of property a
hazardous matter.
"It was hard to tell what was best to do, or where
to go for safety," the president recalled. "Your books
and valuable assets were kept in charge of Mr. Robert
son, your Treasurer, who acted under my immediate
direction, and moved from place to place as circum
stances seemed to justify for safety.
"I made numerous efforts to get your more valuable
assets to Canada or Europe, and succeeded in sending
to Liverpool over $300,000 of Tennessee bonds. The
remainder of the assets were kept South until after
General Lee and Johnston's surrender. A few days be
fore General Taylor's surrender, I succeeded in get-

morning of May 30, 1862, where they were detained
by the military authorities until that hour."
The delay proved fatal. Chugging west 13 miles to
Cypress Creek, trainmen on the last few trains dis
covered the bridge aflame and impassable, their es
cape route cut off. After ordering the bridge burned,
the Confederate commander had not warned railway
officers. Rather than let the equipment fall into enemy
hands, the military ordered it destroyed.
"By this misfortune you lost four of your best en
gines and over 30 cars. This, together with your losses
at Huntsville and a large number of cars smashed up
and lost in so heavy an accumulation of stock at
Corinth, reduced your rolling stock very materially.
"After moving everything that I could get away
under the orders I had received," President Tate re
ported, "and arranging the business of the company as
best I could, ... I proceeded south with this stock
and all the assets of this company that I could get
together."
President Tate stopped first near Grenada, Miss.,
but he was soon ordered to the line of the Mobile and
Ohio.
He took with him the general superintendent to care
for the equipment and the secretary treasurer to have
charge of the books and assets.
"We located at Marion, Miss., where we erected
temporary shops, and began putting the machinery in
order; but finding as fast as we put an engine or car
in order it was ordered away by the military, I finally
abandoned the project and procured authority from
the military to make contracts for, and receive hire
from, the various Roads on which your machinery had
been ordered."
Railroads using the equipment were required to pay
rent and to assume responsibility for the loss or dam
age of locomotives and cars. (That, President Tate
explained to the stockholders in 1866, accounted for
the fact that so much of the company's assets consisted
of balances due from other railroads.)
"In the fall of 1862, after the evacuation of your
15

and Charleston in 1865. Practically all equipment
needed heavy repairs, which the company was in no
condition to make. More than 100 miles of road had
to be rebuilt completely. All buildings had to be
renewed. In all, the company had nearly 300 miles of
road to equip and run with little cash and less credit.
Like the rest of the South, the M&C somehow man
aged to rise from its own ashes. Under the terms of
the presidential order, the railroad purchased from the
military on credit 10 locomotives, 226 freight cars, 14
passenger cars, a number of shop tools and a supply of
road and shop material. The expense came to almost
a half-million dollars, for which the government re
ceived the company's bond and the personal security
of its officers that the debt would be paid in two years,
either in cash or in transportation service.
In addition, the government turned over to the M&C
18 locomotives captured early in the war, 10 of them
in reasonably good condition. As fast as the track
could be put in order, trains began to run over the
line. By November 6, 1865, the line was completely
open save for the 1,700-foot bridge destroyed at De
catur. (Passengers and freight were transferred by
steamer at that point.) By July, 1866, a new and better
bridge was completed.
"Your trains are now running through (to Chatta
nooga)," President Tate told the stockholders at that
time, "with close connections to New York and all
points on the Atlantic coast; and arrangements are in
progress by which a fast freight line will be put in on
the line to New York, Norfolk, Charleston and Savan
nah ... by which it is believed that your business
will be greatly increased."
It is an almost incredible ending. Little more than
a year away from defeat and disaster, the railroad was
back in operation, vigorous and full of plans for the
future. Yet the same ending was written to the war
time stories of other Southern predecessor lines in the
South—part of the story of a people whose spirit de
feat could not break.
* * °

ting them to a steamer on the Yazoo River, and sent
them to St. Louis, where I afterward took possession
of them.
"Immediately after General Taylor's surrender, I
passed into the Federal lines and proceeded to Wash
ington, and procured a special amnesty and pardon
from the President restoring me to my rights of citizen
ship."
President Sam Tate was thus in a position to ask for
the return of the property to its prewar owners and
to reorganize the company with a Board of Directors
acceptable to the Federal government. This he did at
a special meeting of stockholders in July, 1865.
"I went to Washington and presented the organi
zation to the President, who approved it, and on the
8th of August gave an order to the military com
mander of the Division of the Tennessee to have the
Road and property belonging to it turned over to the
Company."
On September 3 the eastern division—Stevenson to
Decatur—was released by the military. Eight days later
the western division—Memphis to Pocahontas—re
turned to its owners.
The gap from Pocahontas to Decatur, 114 miles, was
in the words of President Tate "almost entirely de
stroyed, except the Road bed and iron rails, and they
in very bad condition—every bridge and trestle de
stroyed, cross-ties rotten, buildings burned, watertanks gone, ditches filled up, and track grown up in
weeds and bushes; not a saw-mill near the line; the
labor system of the country gone.
"About 40 miles of the track was burned, cross-ties
entirely destroyed, and rails bent and twisted in such
manner as to require great labor to straighten and a
large portion of them requiring renewal.
"What little machinery you had left was principally
scattered over the South and cut off from you, and had
been run for four years with little or no repairs."
That was the gloomy prospect facing the Memphis

There seems to be a considerable difference of opinion
over how many people are employed by the nation's truck
ing industry.
At a recent convention the highway freighters were
kicking around the figure "well over 7 million adults,"
with an additional 5 or 6 million persons involved indi
rectly.
On the other hand, Interstate Commerce Commission
Chairman Anthony F. Arpaia mentioned not long ago
that the nation's entire transportation industry employs
"almost 3 million people."
Now, of these 3 million, over a million work for the
railroads and it is reasonable to assume that a sizeable
number of others work for buslines, airlines, barge com
panies, etc.
Where, then, do the big truckers get that figure of 7
million or more?

K
The United States came within 101 days of being
the first nation to introduce permanent steam railway
transportation for public use.
On September 15, 1830, the Liverpool & Manchester
Railroad, the first public railroad to use steam motive
power exclusively for passenger and freight traffic,
was opened in England.
On December 25 of the same year, Southern Rail
way's earliest predecessor, the South Carolina Canal
& Rail Road Company launched regularly scheduled
steam railroad service on this continent.

Some of the behind-the-scenes planning for the
movement of a huge atomic reactor vessel shipped a
few months ago from Chattanooga, Tenn., to Shippingport, Pa. (partly over Southern Railway) was revealed
in a recent article in the Pittsburgh (Pa.) Press.
The 11-day, 529-mile trip over three railroads was
preceded by more than 18 months of advance plan
ning, according to the report. Among the extraordi
nary precautions taken was a preliminary trip over
the route in a clearance car, "which looks something
like a spider, with giant arms which can be extended

*
Here's pretty strong evidence that railroad men are a
hardy and long-lived lot.

OUT OF HIS WALLET...!

The Railroad Retirement Board had at least 13 bene
ficiaries on its rolls at the end of 1956 who were 100
years old, or older, says an article in a recent issue of
The Railway Dispatch.
According to the RRB, these oldsters range from just
under 101 to at least 104, with the possibility that one of
them may even be 116. One of the centenarians retired
as long ago as January, 1909. Another, before retiring
in 1914, worked for the famed Wells Fargo Express Co.
A third was bom into slavery.

K
On the eve of his retirement as division passenger
agent for the Southern at Greenville, S. C., last month,
Jay T. Hellmann was commended by the Greenville
Civil Defense Council for his "invaluable service" to
that organization in the capacity of chief of rail trans
portation.
Brig. Gen. G. M. Halloran (U.S. Army, retired),
director of the city's civil defense program, said in
a letter to Southern President Harry A. DeButts that
Mr. Hellmann "has been most conscientious in work
ing toward an over-all civil defense plan for Green
ville City and County" and that "his interest and
helpfulness will be missed."
16
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December's Christmas mail was the heaviest in peace
time history, according to the Post Office Department's
calculations. Estimated total volume of over 5,765,000,000
non-local greeting cards and packages topped the 1955
figure by about 3 per cent. Railroads handled more than
80 per cent of that total in an estimated 3 million lineal
feet of mail car space, equal to more than 50,000 stand
ard 60-foot mail cars.

to mark the exact dimensions of the real load," the
article said.
Clearance restrictions demanded such a circuitous
route (a direct route would have covered only 391
miles) that on one stretch of track north of Hagerstown, Md., a detour of 26 miles had to be taken just
to advance 200 yards.

*
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THEY ALSO SERVE-Arthur L. Sewell, Southern Railway's
district passenger agent at Cleveland, Ohio, is serving as
first vice-president of the Cleveland Passenger Club.

Results of the Southern's "Monthly Safety Contests
for December, 1956, were as follows:
In the divisions contest—Group 1 won by St. LouisLouisville division, J. P. Mumford, superintendent.
Group 2 won by GS&F Railway, R. G. Claiborne,
superintendent.
Group 3 won by Richmond division, C. K. Carter,
Jr., superintendent.
The shops contest was won by the group reporting

K

Ties has been presented an Award of Merit for "dis
tinguished industrial journalism" by the Middle At
lantic Association of Industrial Editors as a result
of that organization's 1956 publications contest.

to the Knoxville office, L. C. Shults, superintendent,
motive power.
The MW&S contest was won by Western Lines, J. S.
Wearn, chief engineer.
M
Well known as one of history's most productive inventors
(owning patents for about 1,500 inventions), Thomas A.
Edison began showing his enterprising genius at an early
age.
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Edison was only 15 when he began publishing the first
newspaper ever printed on a train. The future inventor
was then employed as a newsboy on Grand Trunk pas
senger trains running between Port Huron and Detroit,
Mich. Through visits to newspaper offices where he bought
the newspapers he sold, he became interested in journalism.
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Edison purchased a small printing press, obtained some
type from newspaper offices and converted part of the
baggage car of the train into a printing office to turn
out his newspaper. Known as the "Weekly Herald," Edi
son's little paper had a circulation of 300 copies and
often scored beats over the city papers when friendly
railway telegraphers furnished him with bits of news just
off the wire.

By Norman Vincent Peale

A Wonderful Secret of Dynamic Life
can today, and I'm grateful for your help. Doubtless I
muffed a few. You take over from here.' "
"And," added the President's wife to Mrs. Judd, "he
just turns over and goes to sleep."
President Eisenhower knows that God is with him
while he is working, and he also knows that God works
on while he sleeps. That is real faith and real prayer.
A wonderful secret of life is simply to do the best you
can, with God's help, and then, when you have done
your best, to put it all in God's hands and trust in Him
that everything will come out all right.
If a President of the United States can do it, faced
with so many world-shaking problems and decisions
every day—and President Eisenhower is far from being
the first president to follow this sensible practice—think
how much easier it is for you, with your own compara
tively minor problems, to do the same.
It is easy to permit our spirit to die down, to become
drab and dull. Fortunately, there is in this universe a
re-creative life force. God is both Creator and Re-creator. At the beginning of your life, God created you, and
He has the power to re-create you constantly.
You can put yourself in contact with this great re
creative force by going to church, by saturating your
mind with the dynamic truths of the Bible, and by pray
ing. By filling your mind with thoughts of faith, hope,
courage and the greatness of God, you perpetually re
new energy and vitality. Practice living that way, and
as you master the art, you will enjoy dynamic life.
(Copyright 1957, The Hall Syndicate, Inc.)

It was shortly after midnight. I had made a speech
in Cleveland and was in Union Station there waiting
for my train back to New York. Feeling hungry, I sat
down at the lunch counter for a bedtime snack.
A wiry, bundle-of-energy sort of man took the seat
next to mine. He looked familiar. So I turned and
found he was an old friend, Walter H. Judd, United
States Congressman from Minnesota. We started to talk,
and in no time at all he was making a fascinating speech
to me on the world situation. Soon some others were
listening to his amazing ability to interpret events.
It was a wonderful experience. Walter Judd just gave
out inspiration and zest and energy. "Walter," I asked
him, "where do you get all this energy?"
"It's simple," he answered. "Believe in what you're
doing and only do what you believe in. If I get to fool
ing around with things I think I ought to do, but don't
really believe in, it wears me out and I get tired. But, if
I believe in what I'm doing and do what I believe, I
have the time of my life and my energy never runs
down. In addition, I have one basic rule of Jiving: 'Do
the best you can and leave the rest to God.
Then he went on to tell me about a recent visit his
wife had with Mrs. Eisenhower. The First Lady told
Mrs. Judd a charming story about the President which is
worth repeating. As Congressman Judd told it to me, it
went something like this:
"Sometimes at night when he is tired and perhaps
might be justified in being worried, Ike gets into bed
and says something like this, 'Lord, I've done the best I
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2. What is the present per diem rate for freight cars
-$2.00, $2.40, or $2.75?
3. Are freight cars bearing the initials ISTX owned
by a private car company, a Class I railroad, or a
Class II railroad?
4. Is the Pocahontas Territory identified with the
Rocky Mountain Region, the Ozark Region, or the
Appalachian Region?

Thousands of children living in sparsely settled
regions of Canada, where there are no local dentists,
depend on dentists who travel in specially equipped
dental cars operated over the lines of the Canadian
National, Canadian Pacific and Ontario Northland
railways.
All children who need dental treatment receive it
regardless of the ability of their parents to pay; though
a small charge is made to those who can afford it.
Salaries of the dentists and nurses and the cost of
supplies are paid by the government, while the cars
—six in number—and transportation are furnished by
the railroads.

5. Railway A delivers one of its own freight cars,
loaded, to Railway B at 10:00 p.m., Monday. Railway
B delivers it to Railway C at 8:00 p.m., Tuesday.
Railway C delivers the car, empty, to Railway B at
6:00 p.m., Wednesday. And B delivers it A, its home
road, at 10:00 p.m. the same day. Who pays per
diem to A, and how much?
6. What is a party ticket issued specifically to cover
the movement of a special baggage car called—a block
ticket or a contract ticket?
7. In the last 20 years (1936-1956) has the average
load per freight train, expressed in tons, increased
about 40 per cent, 60 per cent or 80 per cent?
8. Does the term "revenue tons" mean tons of all
freight transported, tons of railway-owned freight
transported, or tons of freight on which freight charges
are collected?
9. Among railroads east of the Mississippi River how
does the Southern Railway System rank from the
standpoint of miles of road operated-first, second, or
third?
10. Are railroads permitted, as airlines are, to ^ex
change free transportation for advertising "plugs"?
ANSWERS

"In conference. Miss Snell.
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1. In what year was the Southern Railway's present
double-circle monogram first adopted—1894, 1915,
or 1931?

K

CONFIDENT LIVING

WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT
RAILROADS? Here's a chance to
test your knowledge about subjects
of general interest to railroaders.
See how many questions you can
answer then check the results with
the correct answers at the bottom.
Score yourself as follows: 4 or less
-Poor; 5-6—Good; 7-8—Excellent;
9-10—Superior.
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I'm not to be disturbed."
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Engineer E. S. Copeland (on ground)
and fireman Isaac Brown stopped clean
ing and oiling their Southern engine
long enough for the engineer's son to
snap a picture back in August, 1901.
The son, H. E. Copeland, now of South
Pittsburg, Tenn., and a veteran of 22
>ears of Southern service, loaned TIES
this print from his collection of more
than 4,500 pictures of steam locomotives.

Two trainloads of new farm machinery bearing
the Allis-Chalmers trade mark moved into the South
over our railway's lines recently for delivery to deal
ers in various Southeastern states. The shipments
originated at the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Com
pany plants at La Porte, Ind., and Independence, Mo.
The top picture shows the scene after the morning
arrival of one train at Charlotte, N. C. This group
consisted of Allis-Chalmers' local officers and dealers
with their wives and other guests who attended a
breakfast at a hotel within view of Southern's main
line track as the cars passed "in review." After
breakfast the party walked over to the train for a
closer look at the carloads of harvesting machinery.
In the picture below, the other train has rolled
into Southern's Inman Yard at Atlanta, Ga., where
the cars were later re-classified for further movement
into Georgia and Florida. On hand for the arrival,
in the picture at left, were (left to right): E. H. Polzin,
Atlanta branch manager for Allis-Chalmers; V. T.
Ivie, Southern's assistant general freight agent at
Atlanta; L. B. Coursey, superintendent terminals
at Inman, and Howard Cook, Southern's assistant
freight traffic manager at Atlanta.
Southern's handling of this valuable cargo was
commended by George M. Scarff, traffic manager for
Allis-Chalmers at La Porte, Ind., who wrote to
Southern's traffic vice-president, W. M. King, say
ing: "The excellent service which your railroad ex
tended . . . was very much appreciated. I understand
that all connections were made and delivery accom
plished at the specified time."
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(Left) Sometime between 1890 and 1892 a
bridge and building gang hopped aboard
their hand-car and posed for this portrait
at Birdseye, Ind., on what is now Southern's
St. Louis-Louisville division. The fashion
ably-dressed gentleman with the "X" over
his derby was William A. Park, B&B super
visor, while standing behind him at right
was William Cook, foreman. Seated at far
right was John Beeler. Picture and identi
fications came from H. C. Bassham, brakeman on the St. Louis-Louisville division.
(Below) Southern's station and freight house
at China Grove, N. C., as it appeared in
1897. The picture was sent in by Col.
Krauth W. Thorn (U. S. Army, retired), a
one-time Southern baggage clerk who is
shown as the boy on the steps. Col. Thom
identifies the others, from left to right, as:
James Kirk, storekeeper, C. J. Kimball, tele
graph operator, John Alexander Thom
(father), agent, and Col. Thorn's two sisters,
Mrs. W. B. Lasley, and Buth Thom (on
steps).
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visor car inspectors there in July, 1953.
Appointed foreman car repairs at Appalachia, Va., in October, 1954, he has been
supervisor car inspectors at Bulls Gap
since February, 1955.
MARTIN A. EMRICK has become gen
eral foreman at Atlanta, Ga. A native
Missourian, Mr. Emrick entered Southem service in February, 1946, as a ma
chinist at Chattanooga, Tenn. Becoming
assistant foreman roundhouse at Knox
ville, Tenn., in December, 1955, he has
been foreman air brakes at that location
since November, 1956.
LLOYD A. INGLE, SR., has advanced
to general foreman at Asheville, N. C.
Mr. Ingle was born at Chattanooga,
Tenn. Entering the employ of the rail
way in May, 1941, as carman apprentice
at Chattanooga, he became carman there
in June, 1943. Furloughed for military
service in September, 1943, he returned
to his former capacity at Chattanooga
in January, 1946. Appointed assistant
foreman car inspectors and repairs in
July, 1951, he has been relief foreman
since November, 1957.

CARL L. BYHAM has been appointed
auditor for computer accounting at
Washington, D. C. Born at Kane, Pa.,
Mr. Byham entered the Southern's serv
ice as analyst electronic processing at
Washington in November, 1955. He has
been supervising analyst at that location
since November, 1956.
WILLIAM R. DONALDSON has become
auditor for computer accounting at At
lanta, Ga. Mr. Donaldson was born at
High Bridge, Ky. First employed by the
railway in September, 1930, as a student
rate clerk at Cincinnati, Ohio, his next
appointment was in March, 1937, as ac
count clerk in the office of auditor of
freight accounts at Atlanta, Ga. Furloughed for military service in May,
1942, he returned to the railway at
Atlanta in October, 1945, becoming rate
clerk there in January, 1946. In June,
1952, he was appointed assistant to au
ditor freight accounts and, since Decem
ber, 1954, has been analyst electronic
processing at Atlanta.

in that capacity to Birmingham, Ala., in
January, 1956.
JOHN J. DEMSHOCK has been ap
pointed general foreman at Spencer,
N. C.
HARRY B. DUNDON, JR., whose ap
pointment as general foreman at Alexan
dria, Va., was announced in the Febru
ary issue, was born at Selma, Ala. He
first entered the service of the railway
as machinist apprentice at Selma in
June, 1941. Becoming machinist at
Birmingham, Ala., in February, 1951, he
transferred in that capacity to Anniston,
Ala., a few months later. Since January,
1954, he has been relief foreman at
Chattanooga, Tenn.

BURTON H. STEELE has been ap
pointed supervisor, work equipment, at
Charlotte, N. C. A native of Charlotte,
Mr. Steele has served as a machinist
with the railway at that location since
February, 1956.
FRANKLIN E. CRANFIELD has ad
vanced to general foreman at Knoxville,
Tenn. Born at Winchester, Tenn., Mr.
Cranfield entered the employ of the
Southern in May, 1942, as a freight car
repairer helper at Chattanooga, Tenn.
Becoming freight car repairer at Chat
tanooga in June, 1952, he was made as
sistant foreman freight car repairs at
Knoxville in May, 1953, and transferred
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PRINCE B. ELEAZER, JR., whose ap
pointment as general foreman at Atlanta,
Ga., was announced in the February is
sue, is a native of Columbia, S. C. Be
ginning his employment with the South
ern as machinist apprentice at Columbia
in June, 1950, he was made electrician
apprentice there several months later.
In December, 1954, he became special
apprentice at Washington, D. C., and
since June, 1956, has served as drafts
man at that location.
THOMAS S. HOOPER, whose appoint
ment as general foreman at Atlanta, Ga.,
was announced in the February issue,
was born at Cleveland, Ga. Entering
Southern service in October, 1923, as a
laborer at Spencer, N. C., he became car
repairer helper at Greenville, S. C., a
short time later. After serving at Green
ville as car inspector and repairer and as
derrick engineer, he was made foreman
car repairs there in January, 1947. Since
November, 1951, he has been foreman
car repairs at Charlotte, N. C.
JAMES M. JONES has become general
foreman at Rock Hill, S. C. A native of
Alexandria, Va., Mr. Jones entered the
service of the railway at that location as
a drillpressman in June, 1909. After
serving in various capacities at Alexan
dria and at Columbia, S. C., he was
made assistant foreman roundhouse at
Asheville, N. C., in November, 1933.
Since October, 1942, he has been gen
eral foreman at Atlanta, Ga.
CLINTON J. McMICHEN has been pro
moted to general foreman at Macon, Ga.
A native of Hiram, Ga., Mr. McMichen
entered Southern service in November,
1942, as a laborer at Atlanta, Ga. After
serving at Atlanta as storekeeper, elec
trician apprentice, electrician and extra
foreman, he was appointed assistant fore
man enginehouse at Columbia, S. C., in
October, 1955.
ELVIN G. BLACKBURN has been ap
pointed general foreman at New Orleans,
La. Born in Knox County, Tenn., Mr.
Blackburn began his employment with
the railway as apprentice car repairer at
Knoxville, Tenn., in April, 1944. In June,
1948, he became freight car repairer at
Bulls Gap, Tenn., and was made super

HERBERT O. HICKS has been made
general foreman at Knoxville, Tenn. Born
at Somerset, Ky., Mr. Hicks began his
service with the railway as machinist
apprentice on the CNO&TP in October,
1937, becoming machinist in January,
1941. After serving in various supervisory
capacities at points along the CNO&TP,
he has been night roundhouse foreman at
Oakdale, Tenn., since April 1953.
LESLIE G. WHITE has been appointed
general foreman at Atlanta, Ga. Mr.
White, a native of Atlanta, was first em
ployed by the railway at that location
as a pipefitter in August, 1920. After
serving as machinist apprentice, machin
ist, machinist supervisor, assistant fore
man erecting shop and general foreman,
he became general foreman diesel loco
motives in December, 1948.
ROBERT A. WILLIAMS is now general
foreman at Charlottee Roadway Shop,
Charlote, N. C. Born at Dacusville, S. C.,
Mr. Williams began his employment
with the Southern as a rodman in the
office of chief engineer, MW&S, in No
vember, 1945, and became transitman
in February, 1946. Appointed super
visor, work equipment, at Charlotte in
September, 1946, he was made assistant
engineer at that location in January, 1956.
JAMES W. ALLEN has become general
foreman at Knoxville, Tenn. Mr. Allen
was born at Norwood, N. C. Employed
by the railway as a laborer at Spencer,
N. C., in January, 1942, he has served
successively there as electrician helper,
electric craneman, electrician helper ap
prentice, electrician, assistant foreman
enginehouse and foreman electricians.
MILLARD M. FISHER, JR., has been
appointed trainmaster at Hattiesburg,
Miss. Born at Charlotte, N. C., Mr.
Fisher was first employed by the Southem there as a shop laborer in June, 1942.
After more than two years' military
service, in June, 1950, he was made stu
dent apprentice in the office of chief
engineer, MW&S, at Cincinnati, Ohio.
Becoming assistant track supervisor at
Slidell, La., in June, 1951, he advanced
to track supervisor at New Albany, Ind.,
in November, 1953.
JAMES L. ECKLER is now terminal
trainmaster at Birmingham, Ala. Mr.
Eclder entered Southern service as a
switchman at Cincinnati, Ohio, in May,

1942, and has been assistant trainmaster
at Birmingham since March, 1956. (See
May 1956 issue, page 22, for complete
service record.)
ERNEST N. HARRIS has been made
assistant trainmaster at Birmingham, Ala.
Mr. Harris was born at Atlanta, Ga., and
began his employment in the general
freight office of the railway there as cor
respondence clerk in July, 1942. After
serving in various clerical capacities at
Atlanta, he was appointed transportation
inspector at that location in October,
1955.
JOE K. BAILEY, JR., has been appointed
track supervisor at Dalton, Ga. Mr. Bailey
was born at Huntingdon, Pa. Entering
the employ of the Southern in August,
1953, as a student apprentice at Knox
ville, Tenn., he served later in that ca
pacity at Brevard, N. C. In February,
1954, he advanced to assistant supervisor
at Cordele, Ga., transferring in that
capacity to various points along the rail
way. He has been track supervisor at
Valdosta, Ga., since June, 1956.
HEBERT A. SULLIVAN has advanced
to track supervisor at New Albany, Ind.
A native of Velpen, Ind., Mr. Sullivan
began his service with the railway as a
section laborer on the St. Louis division
in October, 1920, and became section
foreman in March, 1926. Since July,
1952, he has been assistant track super
visor at New Albany.
LARRY W. SMITH has become assistant
track supervisor at Wilton, Ala.
JACK H. RAYBURN has been appointed
division freight and passenger agent at
Lexington, Ky.
v disS. C.
WILLIAM E. CURRENCE has ad
vanced to district passenger agent at
Raleigh, N. C.
WILLIAM R. JACOBS has been ap
pointed assistant shop superintendent at
Charlotte Roadway Shop, Charlotte,
N. C.
J. E. CAIN has been made assistant to

E. L. RUDISILL has become assistant
to shop superintendent at Charlotte
Roadway Shop, Charlotte, N. C.
JOHN R. MILLER has been appointed
junior process eny"
" ~ "
Knoxville, Tenn.

STEFFIE M. WHEELER, JR., has be
come assistant foreman at Spencer Shop,
Spencer, N. C.
MITCHELL I. SMITH has been made
assistant foreman at Coster Shop, Knox
ville, Tenn.
CLYDE A. CULVER, JR., has been ap
pointed assistant foreman at Coster Shop,
Knoxville, Tenn.
JAMES T. FREEMAN has been made
assistant foreman freight car repairs at
Hayne Shop, Spartanburg, S. C.
THOMAS M. KERNS, JR., has become
supervisor upholsterers at Hayne Shop,
Spartanburg, S. C.

Mi

WILLIAM T. ELEAZER (see February
1957 issue, page 22, for appointment as
general foreman at Spencer, N. C.).

For on-the-job or off-the-job watchful
ness in the interest of safety:
Thomas L. Frey, trainman, Sheffield, Ala.
Marvin E. Kimbrough, fireman, Sheffield,
Ala.
Claud H. Kersey, engineer, Sheffield, Ala.
John W. Kiser, engineer, Sheffield, Ala.
Archie M. Thomason, trainman, Sheffield,

KtirOlSpMCiKm
The following employees of the Southern Railway
System have left service after filing
applications
with the Railroad Retirement Board for the bene
fits to which they are entitled. The accumulated
experience and knowledge of the veterans will be
missed especially—their loyal and efficient service
through the years has helped make the Southern
that serves the South a great railroad.

Jay Tamble Hellmann, division passenger
agent, Greenville, S. C., entered service
1910, retired Feb. 1, 1957.
William Michael McCullough, assistant
general passenger agent, Philadelphia,
Pa., entered service 1909, retired Feb. 1,
1957.
Charleston
Abe Kirk, Jr., track laborer, entered
service 1923, retired May 1, 1955.
Ed Byers, mechanic helper, entered serv
ice 1924, retired July 11, 1955.
Willie Singleton, sealer, entered service
1927, retired Sept. 20, 1955.
Jeff Blanchard Drawdy, car oiler and
packer, entered service 1944, retired
Feb. 15, 1956.
Joel Dedric Simms, extra gang laborer,
entered service 1910, retired Nov. 1,
1956.
Charlotte
Henry Sizemore, machinist helper, en
tered service 1925, retired June 19, 1952.
Emanuel Owens, Sr., coach cleaner, en
tered service 1921, retired July 13, 1956.
Lloyd Granvel Donkel, baggagemaster,
entered service 1918, retired Dec. 31,
1956.
Adam Edwards Bonner, fireman, entered
service 1917, retired Jan. 22, 1957.
William Arthur Blackwell, agent-teleg
rapher, entered service 1910, retired
Jan. 31, 1957.
Columbia
Wade Mathis, coach cleaner, entered
service 1926, retired 1955.
Thomas Woodward Hopkins, B&B me
chanic, entered service 1943, retired
Aug. 7, 1955.
Ernest Curenton, track laborer, entered
service 1944, retired Oct. 2, 1955.
Henry Burrell, track laborer, entered
service 1921, retired Aug. 15, 1956.
Marcellus Etheredge, trucker, entered
service 1923, retired Nov. 1, 1956.
Hamilton Hendrix Mathias, trainman, en
tered service 1913, retired Jan. 15, 1957.
Danville
Eugene William Horton, extra gang la
borer, entered service 1945, retired
Nov. 18, 1954.
Robert Lewis Elder, B&B painter, en
tered service 1942, retired Aug. 28,
1955.
Walter Henry Peeler, boilermaker helper,
entered service 1944, retired Nov. 4,
1955.
Bonn Norton West, yard fireman, entered
service 1925, retired Jan. 7, 1956.

William Alexander Hatley, machinist,
entered service 1911, retired Jan. 31,
1956.
Frank Crawford Rosemond, boilermaker,
entered service 1909, retired Feb. 10,
1956.
Rupert Carr Sturdivant, machinist helper,
entered service 1923, retired Mar. 9,
1956.
Henry Jackson Walton, carman helper,
entered service 1919, retired Apr. 13,
1956.
Marvin Rainey Belew, blacksmith, en
tered service 1944, retired Apr. 27, 1956.
Howard Milton Hargis, road engineer,
entered service 1923, retired May 1,
1956.
William Franklin Summers, pipefitter
helper, entered service 1902, retired May
25, 1956.
Ruben Lee Ennis, pipefitter helper, en
tered service 1944, retired June 3, 1956.
Hugh Earnest Porter, machinist helper,
entered service 1914, retired July 13,
1956.
William Arthur Baugh, yard foreman,
entered service 1912, retired Oct. 3,
1956.
Linwod Ellis Bradley, machine operator,
entered service 1912, retired October
14, 1956.
Hamilton Elms Withers, flagman,
en
tered service 1908, retired Oct. 30, 1956.
Ephineas Coleman Owen, baggagemas
ter, entered service 1918, retired Nov. 1,
1956.
Hayne Shop
Lawrence Frederick Baldowiski, machin
ist, entered service 1951, retired Apr.
30, 1956.
Richmond
Leroy Dunnington, machinist, entered
service 1903, retired Dec. 31, 1955.
Timothy Black, freight handler, entered
service 1917, retired Dec. 1, 1956.
Walter G. Hough, engineer, entered
service 1919, retired Dec. 17, 1956.
Spottswood Fountain Pace, baggagemas
ter, entered service 1911, retired Jan. 30,
1957.
Washington
Ollie Gilmore, track laborer, entered serv
ice 1916, retired June 30, 1956.
Griffith Rudolph Schelborn, conductor,
entered service 1910, retired Jan. 23,
1957.
Robert Atlie Tate, brakeman, entered
service 1944, retired Feb. 1, 1957.
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Winston-Salem
Thomas Bryant Pruitt, crossing watch
man, entered service 1922, retired June
23, 1956.
Robert Henry Baker, agent, entered
service 1905, retired Jan. 3, 1957.
Joseph Henry Payne, lieutenant, special
service, entered service 1926, retired
Feb. 1, 1957.
Appalachia
Thomas Russell Good, superintendent,
entered service 1909, retired Dec. 31,
1956.
Asheville
Winston Murphy, extra gang laborer, en
tered service 1940, retired May 10, 1956.
Hardy Lawrence Pendergrass, section la
borer, entered service 1943, retired Aug.
25, 1956.
Thomas Oran Ferguson, yard brakeman,
entered service 1925, retired Jan. 1,
1957.
Mitchell Franklin Lominac, conductor,
entered service 1906, retired Jan. 1,
1957.
Atlanta
Dock Chaney, section laborer, entered
service 1928, retired Dec. 12, 1955.
Furman Arther Hendon, boilermaker,
entered service 1923, retired Feb. 1,
1956.
Grady Lee Kelley, machinist helper, en
tered service 1943, retired June 9, 1956.
Clary L. Hilton, clerk, entered service
1917, retired Sept. 1, 1956.
Mack G. Finney, telegraph operator, en
tered service 1906, retired Oct. 29, 1956.
C. A. Hightower, B&B foreman, entered
service 1915, retired Nov. 3, 1956.
Jesse J. Hodges, yard conductor, entered
service 1916, retired Nov. 12, 1956.
Emanuel Mandle, assistant agent, en
tered service 1907, retired Dec. 1, 1956.
John G. Armstrong, track supervisor, en
tered service 1914, retired Dec. 31, 1956.
GS&F
John E. Saxon, telegrapher, entered serv
ice 1955, retired Nov. 1, 1956.
Knoxville
Harland L. Minnich, boilermaker, entered
service 1918, retired Sept. 17, 1955.
Gettie E. Wood, machinist helper, en
tered service 1918, retired Apr. 18, 1956.
Earnest Bickers, laborer, entered service
1928, retired May 1, 1956.
Horace A. Heifner, storehouse man, en
tered service 1923, retired May 10,
1956.
Frank M. Lewis, boilerwasher, entered
service 1923, retired Oct. 11, 1956.
Charles Maynard Walker, chief clerk,
entered service 1908, retired Oct. 20,
1956.
Horace M. Mynatt, blacksmith, entered
service 1909, retired Nov. 9, 1956.
Ernest M. Wiles, engine carpenter, en
tered service 1908, retired Dec. 1, 1956.
Henry E. Beal, machinist helper, entered
service 1917, retired Dec. 11, 1956.
Charlie Arthur Cooper, dispatcher, en
tered service 1907, retired Jan. 25, 1957.
John Wesley Hammond, conductor, en
tered service 1906, retired Jan. 31, 1957.
Memphis
Benjamin Franklin Gibson, car inspector,

entered service 1904, retired May 25,
19.56.
Birmingham
Rich Mack, laborer, entered service 1943,
retired Apr. 15, 1956.
Sid Porter, boilermaker helper, entered
service 1922, retired Sept. 11, 1956.
Joseph William Kelley, carman, entered
service 1923, retired Dec. 1, 1956.
John Cary Logan, yard engineer, entered
service 1925, retired Dec. 31, 1956.
CNO&TP
Thomas Monroe Human, section laborer,
entered service 1922, retired Apr. l[
William Horace Doty, foreman car in
spector and repairer, entered service
1922, retired Sept. 7, 1956.
Charles Wright Pates, assistant superin
tendent, entered service 1909, retired
Dec. 1, 1956.
Robert Victor Burnette, conductor, en
tered service 1920, retired Dec. 17, 1956.
Fred John Koester, clerk, entered serv
ice 1945, retired Dec. 28, 1956.
Leon Walton Fortson, electrician, en
tered service 1946, retired Dec. 31, 1956.
Mobile
Fred Marshall Lang, chief clerk, entered
service 1909, retired Jan. 11, 1957.
Thomas Reynolds Waldrop, trainman,

Jerome Ogilzie Carlisle, agent-teleg
rapher, entered service 1943, retired
Jan 24, 1957.
Ned Thomas Block, telegraph operator,
entered service 1943, retired Jan. 11,
1957.
St. Louis-Louisville
William M. Karn, engineer, entered serv
ice 1918, retired Sept. 25, 1956.
Raymond A. Woods, agent-telegrapher,
entered service 1916, retired Dec. 31,
1956.
Joseph Carl Westfall, car repairer, en
tered service 1912, retired Jan. 1, 1957.
Walter A. Booth, agent-telegrapher, en
tered service 1908, retired Jan. 6, 1957.
James J. Stutsman, yard engineer, ehtered service 1911, retired Jan. 22, 1957.
Chattanooga Station Co.
Andrew Morgan Hearne, gateman-clerk,
entered service 1942, retired Jan. 31,
1957.
John Thpmas Rawlings, ticket agent, en
tered service 1911, retired Jan. 31, 1957.

ou/ne..
Theodore Edward Hubert, Jr., clerk,
Atlanta, Ga., died Jan. 2, 1957.
Lemuel Harrison Veach, retired manager
relay telegraph office, Columbia, S. C„
died Jan. 5, 1957.
Jefferson Aitcheson, retired special tax
accountant, Washington, D. C„ died
Jan. 27, 1957.
George Hudson Miller, retired assistant
civil engineer, Cincinnati, Ohio, died
Jan. 28, 1957.
R. T. Pinkerton, division passenger agent,
Winston-Salem, N. C., died Jan. 31, 1957.
Lulu Smith (Mrs.), retired clerk, Atlanta,
Ga., died Feb. 1, 1957.
Lawrence Claude Thompson, retired gen
eral road foreman of engines, Charlotte,
X. C., died Feb. 6, 1957.
Charleston
George William Edwards, retired section
laborer, died Sept. 25, 1956.
Malcolm Sanders DeWitt, retired con
ductor, died Jan. 26, 1956.
Charlotte

Taft Craig, track laborer, died Dec. 4,
1956.
Bandy Williams, retired crossing watch
man, died Dec. 6, 1956.
Willie James Holmes, retired track la
borer, died Dec. 23, 1956.

Samuel Franklin Pittard, retired con
ductor, died Jan. 2, 1957.
Leaper Thompson, retired fireman, died
Jan. 21, 1957.
Columbia
Jack Terriel Ergle, retired machinist
helper, died Sept. 30, 1956.
Hart Dixon, retired fireman, died Nov.
24, 1956.
David Albert Cannon, yard engineer,
died Jan. 21, 1957.
Danville

Melanthon Lee Lemly, retired boiler
maker, died Jan. 3, 1957.
James Wiley Rideoutte, retired machin
ist, died Jan. 3, 1957.
Walter Everett Aaron, retired conductor
died Jan. 14, 1957.
Charles Calvin Hassell, yard engineer
died Jan. 14, 1957.
Otis Edward Ludwig, retired freight
man, died Jan. 21, 1957.
Hayne Shop
John Eligah Black, retired coach carpen
ter, died Jan. 21, 1957.
Levi Dargin Young, retired planing mill
machine hand, died Jan. 29, 1957.
Richmond

Washington
James Abraham Bushrod, Jr., retired
track laborer, died Nov. 6, 1956.
Andrew Bunkley, retired porter, died
Jan. 8, 1957.

Winston-Salem

Appalachia
Samuel Bell LeRoy, retired laborer, died
Sept. 26, 1956.
Will Rhoten, retired laborer, died Dec.
28, 1956.
Thomas N. Legg, retired laborer, died
Jan. 8, 1957.

Asheville
Willie Lee Clark, retired station laborer,
died Jan. 5, 1957.
Raymond Pickney Newton, retired clerk,
died Jan. 7, 1957.
Burton H. Hill, retired engineer, died
Jan. 13, 1957.

Atlanta
Oscar Class, machinist helper, died Jan.
11, 1957.
Frank London Whitfield, machinist
helper, died Jan. 17, 1957.
GS&F

Knoxville
Ralph Raymond Graham, retired loco
motive engineer, died Jan. 23, 1957.
Andrew B. Suffridge, retired flagman,
died Jan. 29, 1957.
Memphis
Robert Alva Haden, retired conductor,
died Jan. 9, 1957.
CNO&TP
William Oliver Ely, retired conductor,
died June 3, 1956.
Howard Thompson, retired car cleaner,
died Jan. 9, 1957.
James Luke McHaffey, machinist, died
Jan. 14, 1957.
William Francis Jennings, retired agent,
died Jan. 27, 1957.
Mobile

St. Louis-Louisville
Henry Clay Daniel, retired locomotive
engineer, died Feb. 8, 1957.
Birmingham Terminal Co.
Harrison King, janitor, died Jan. 13, 1957.

In an attempt to reform the village
drunk the local preacher invited him
to take a ride one evening. After the
two drove around for awhile, the preach
er thought he'd hit on a way to illustrate
his point. Stopping his car on a hill
overlooking two distilleries which were
ablaze with light, the minister pointed
down and said, "Now, look, Lushwell,
don't you see that you haven't a chance
of drinking all the bourbon they can
make?"
"No, I guess not," replied Lushwell.
Then he brightened. "But, brother, you
got to admit that I got 'em working
nights."

Duty: A task we look forward
to with distaste, perform with
reluctance, and brag about after-

OBSTACLES ARE THOSE FRIGHT
ENING THINGS YOU SEE WHEN
YOU TAKE YOUR EYES OFF THE
GOAL.

A draftee was awakened by
his platoon sergeant after the
rookie's first night in an Army
barracks.
"It's four-thirtyl" bellowed the
"Four-thirty!" gasped the rookie.
"Man, you'd better go to bed.
We got a big day t<

THE WORLD IS FULL OF PEOPLE
WHO SPEAK TWICE BEFORE THEY
THINK.

The telephone company put a new
employee to work as collector of coins
in pay phones. For two weeks after he
started he failed to appear at the office.
Then one day he walked in nonchalantly
and said he had lost his key to the
coin boxes.
"Where have you been?" stormed the
manager. "The cashier has been holding
your salary for you."
"What!" exclaimed the amazed be
ginner. "You mean I get a salary, too?"

The battered motorist slowly
came to. "Where am I?" he
mumbled.
"Take it easy, sir," said the
nurse. "You're in 114."
Still doubtful, the motorist
asked, "Room or cell?"

The high school chemistry teacher
was performing an experiment to show
how acid will dissolve metal. He placed
a strip of zinc in a bottle of acid and
the class watched it slowly disappear.
"Now!" the teacher exclaimed trium
phantly, "What happened to that strip
of zinc?"
After several moments of tense silence,
a low voice from the rear of the class
said slowly, "Nobody leave this room."

LEARN FROM THE MISTAKES OF
OTHERS—YOU HAVEN'T TIME TO
MAKE THEM ALL YOURSELF.

It auto loading devices!"

A blazing gun battle had broken up
the political meeting in a mountain com
munity notorious for feudin' and fightin'.
"What started the shooting?" asked a
visitor from the outside.
"Feller made a motion that was out
of order," a graybeard told him.
"What in the world was the motion?"
"Toward his gun!"

WORK SAFELY!
SAFETY SECTION • ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN RAILROADS
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